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NORTHUG BEATS SUNDBY IN VAL DI FIEMME (ITALY)
JOHAUG MASTERS WOMEN’S RACE

Five Norwegians on the 10k Men’s and 5k Women’s podium
Petter Northug jr. beats Sundby. Sundby cruises to Tour de Ski victory
Johaug wins ahead of TDS leader Jacobsen. Killoenen comes in third
Final Climb tomorrow. Kowalczyk to take part in Rampa con i Campioni 


Petter Northug jr. seizes his first World Cup victory of the season and moves closer to the Tour de Ski overall leader Martin Sundby, today in Val di Fiemme (Italy). Chris Jespersen of Norway completed the 10k CT podium and jumped on the third step of the provisional TDS standings. ‘It hasn’t been easy at all today – claimed Northug – I feel my shape improving day after day and today I wanted to test myself all along. Tomorrow it will be tough, but I want to do my best to keep the second place.’
On the women’s side, Therese Johaug pushed the gas pedal all the way down since the very first meters and eventually closed the classic-style race in less than 14 minutes. ‘I think the shape was really good today and the skis were great – said Johaug at the end – I think I’ve never gone with anything like these classic skis before. I’m really happy for the race today and also to take some seconds up to Astrid. I know Astrid is in a good shape as well as I am. We will see who is the best on the top tomorrow. We both hope a Norwegian girl stands on the top tomorrow.’ Astrid Jacobsen kept the TDS overall leadership, even though the gap between her and Johaug went down to 23,8 seconds. ‘The gap is probably not enough, I know Therese is a strong climber. For me it is a great achievement just to start out first tomorrow and to wear this bib one more day. I’m really happy with the Tour de Ski, no matter how it ends.’
As tradition, TV exposure in Val di Fiemme for the final TDS stages is pretty impressive. Channels from Norway (NRK, TV2), Germany (ARD, ZDF, RTL), Sweden (SVT), Finland (MTV3), Russia (RTR), among others, and hosting Italy (RAI, SKY), plus Eurosport, broadcast today’s races either live or delayed or both.
The Final Climb on the Alpe Cermis is scheduled tomorrow at 1.30pm (women) and 3pm (men). The promotional race ‘Rampa con i Campioni’ will take place at 10am and the starting list reads also Czech Katerina Neumannova, Italy’s Antonella Confortola, Fulvio Valbusa and Cristian Zorzi, Norway’s Jens Arne Svartedal and Polish superstar Justyna Kowalczyk.
Norway’s former champion Vegard Ulvang will be also taking part in the ‘Rampa’ event and this is what he said today regarding the Final Climb of the Alpe Cermis. ‘This is certainly one of the main events of the season and Val di Fiemme has always been showing amazing organizational skills, no matter how the weather is like. The idea of the uphill race comes from some sort of a coincidence. Initially, everyone believed the hill was not that steep, including myself, and the very first time I saw the race, I thought it was the last time as well. At the end of the day, I was wrong, cause it was a success, sportwise and from a media point of view.’
Info: www.fiemmeworldcup.com 

LADIES 5 KM CLASSIC INDIVIDUAL

1 JOHAUG Therese NOR 13:58.4; 2 JACOBSEN Astrid Uhrenholdt NOR 14:13.3; 3 KYLLOENEN Anne FIN 14:17.6; 4 NISKANEN Kerttu FIN 14:18.1; 5 LAHTEENMAKI Krista FIN 14:19.8; 6 WENG Heidi NOR 14:21.3; 7 SAARINEN Aino-Kaisa FIN 14:21.7; 8 SHIDA Masako JPN 14:24.2; 9 LINDBORG Sara SWE 14:28.4; 10 DIGGINS Jessica USA 14:28.7 

MEN 10KM CLASSIC INDIVIDUAL

1 NORTHUG Petter jr. NOR 24:45.6; 2 SUNDBY Martin Johnsrud NOR 24:55.3; 3 JESPERSEN Chris NOR 25:01.6; 4 ROETHE Sjur NOR 25:14.6; 5 HARVEY Alex CAN 25:21.1; 6 DOTZLER Hannes GER 25:23.6; 7 TOENSETH Didrik NOR 25:29.9; 8 DUERR Johannes AUT 25:30.9; 9 HEIKKINEN Matti FIN 25:35.2; 10 CHERNOUSOV Ilia RUS 25:35.8 


